


 SOS VENDOR'S EDI PRE-PRODUCTION CHECKLIST

This checklist is for Lowe's vendor's internal review of their EDI SOS processes before moving to production on the EDI SOS 850 and 870.  

The vendor should contact Lowe's EDI Implementation Coordinator if they cannot successfully complete all items on the checklist. 

1 Reviewed Lowe's SOS EDI Vendor Packet.  

2 Reviewed Lowe's SOS EDI 870 Order Status Matrix.

3 Reviewed Lowe's EDI SOS 870 Order Status Milestones.

4 Can find all EDI SOS documentation on www.loweslink.com and in the EDI section select Traditional EDI, then select Special Order Vendor.   

5 Understand the requirements for the EDI 850 SOS Purchase Order (PO) Original and Cancellation transactions and for submitting the appropriate EDI 

870 Order Status.

6 Understand Lowe's EDI SOS program operates in a real-time environment and my company will retrieve/send EDI SOS transactions timely.

7 The EDI SOS transactions (850, 870, 997) are setup with Lowe's EDI ID of 08*6135830001, and the SOS Invoices (810) are setup with Lowe's EDI ID 

of 01*006097142. 

8 Change the ISA-15 to include a 'P' for sending production EDI 870s as well as for receiving production EDI 850 POs. 

9 Other types of EDI documents will not be mixed within the same ISA that includes EDI 870 transactions.  

10 Will include only one SOS PO per EDI 870 Order Status transaction.

11 Provided Lowe's EDI Implementation Coordinator with an email address(es) that is monitored throughout the week day for our company to receive 

email alerts as EDI SOS Original POs and PO Cancellations are transmitted, as well as receive alerts on overdue Order Statuses.

12 To notify Lowe's we have received the SOS PO, an EDI 997 will be sent within 6-hours from the time the SOS PO Original or SOS PO Cancellation is 

transmitted.  

13 We will be able to process an SOS PO when it includes the same item number repeated more than once for an item in the same PO.

14 The first EDI 870 will be sent within 24-hours from the time each EDI SOS PO Original or PO Cancellation transaction is transmitted.   

15 An 870 ‘IN’ Order Status will be sent at the Order Level for each Approved SOS PO Original within 24-hours from the time the PO is sent.   

16 When the PO cannot be filled as ordered, the first 870 will include exceptions at the order/item level such as submitting a new Ship/Delivery Date 

('ED'or 'EX') at the order level or an out-of-stock exception at the item level. It will be submitted within 24-hours from the time the PO is transmitted.   

17 For Approved SOS POs, an 870 status of 'AP' will be transmitted to confirm the SOS PO is allocated to be manufactured.  It will be sent within 48-

hours from the time the EDI SOS PO is transmitted.   

18 When the SOS PO is Shipped, an EDI 870 status of 'CC' will be transmitted immediately.  Both order and item level 'CC' statuses will be included in 

each 'CC' 870 Shipped status transaction. The 'CC' 870 will be sent when the PO is Shipped and before the PO Delivery Date for Approved POs.  The 

Shipped Order Status will include the carrier and tracking number(s) per line item.  When an item is shipped in multiple containers due to its size, 

components, or multiple quantities filling separate containers, each ship unit will include a unique tracking number and reported in the CC 870.

19 When item exceptions exist for an SOS PO, full item detail will be included in the 870 for every item on the PO. For items without an exception in this 

scenario, an ‘IN’ Approved status will be included for those items. It is understood only one exception will be reported per line item.

20 All order exceptions will be resolved before sending the ‘AP’ Committed and ‘CC’ Shipped 870 statuses.  It is understood an 870 Order Status may 

create an SOS PO Cancellation from Lowe's as outlined in the EDI SOS Order Status Matrix.  Additionally, when a customer revises an SOS PO, Lowe's 

will cancel it and may send a new PO.

21 The status and reason codes in the ISR-01 and ISR-03 for both order and item level statuses will be submitted correctly.

22 The line items in the EDI 870 will be returned in the same sequence with the same PO1-01 assigned line numbers as sent in the EDI PO. 

23 The business rules outlined in Lowe's SOS EDI Vendor Packet for processing the SOS PO Cancellation will be applied within our company.  It is 

understood the rules for a PO Cancellation will vary based upon the type of SOS PO. 

24 Will send the 'DE' 870 Status ONLY when Lowe's transmits an EDI SOS PO Cancellation.  The 'DE' Status will be sent within 24-hours from the date of 

the 850 PO Cancellation and before it is shipped.  The EDI 870 DE Order Status confirms the Vendor has cancelled the SOS PO and has not shipped it.  

The 870 DE cannot be used by the Vendor to submit an SOS PO Cancellation.  It will only be used to confirm the EDI 850 SOS PO Cancellation has 

been processed and confirm it is cancelled.  If the PO has already Shipped upon receiving a PO Cancellation, the 'DE' 870 will not be transmitted.  The 

vendor will contact the Lowe’s location included in the SOS PO or Lowe’s SOS Team if necessary to review the PO Cancellation and next steps.

25 Our company will meet the specific time constraints for viewing new Original POs and PO Cancellations, and applying Order Statuses.  When it is not 

feasible to view POs or submit Order Statuses on weekends, those will be processed the morning of our company's next business day.

26 Verified the purchase order number, project number, and vendor number in the 850 will be echoed back in the 870 order status.

27 Compared the EDI 870 Business Examples on LowesLink to the 870 transactions we plan to transmit to confirm the data is accurate and will be sent 

for each stage of the SOS PO.

28 Items on an SOS order will not be substituted, and the entire order will be shipped together as it is understood Lowe's does not accept multiple 

shipments or partial shipments for an SOS PO.

29 Our company will respond to Lowe's EDI Team by 4:00 p.m. ET on the resolution to the overdue 870s.  

30 It is possible manual/faxed SOS orders may be received after moving to production on EDI.  If this occurs, these will be processed as manual orders.  

An EDI 997 or 870 will not be submitted for manual orders.
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